PRESS RELEASE

Feenics Wins Industry Award for New Cloud-based Access Control
Platform
LAS VEGAS, Nevada – ISC West – April 5, 2017 – Feenics Inc., a leading provider of cloudbased access control solutions, today announced it has won the Security Sales & Integration Most
Valuable Product (MVP) award in the Access Control category for its new Keep by Feenics™
enterprise platform. The award reinforces the company’s commitment to providing flexible and
scalable cloud-based solutions that are built for the future of access control.
“We are honored that our new enterprise version of Keep by Feenics has been recognized for its
leading integration capabilities that deliver a new level of flexibility and scalability to organizations
of all sizes,” said Denis Hébert, President of Feenics Inc. “The award reinforces the value of cloudbased solutions for physical security and points towards a bright future for access control as a
service.”
Keep by Feenics is the industry’s most secure and flexible cloud-based access control solution that
can be accessed anytime and anywhere there is an Internet connection. Built on open architecture
hardware and fortified by the security, disaster recovery and redundancy of Amazon Web Services,
Keep is scalable from one door to global enterprise environments. It provides the ultimate choice
for managing security infrastructures, integrate third-party applications and reduce capital
expenditure.
See Keep by Feenics in Action at ISC West 2017 in Las Vegas
Visit the Feenics booth #22135 at ISC West from April 5-7 for live demonstrations of the Keep by
Feenics cloud-based access control solution.
About Feenics
Feenics is paving the way for the future of physical security with innovative cloud-based access
control solutions developed by security industry veterans. We make it possible for organizations to
systemically secure buildings, doors and assets with the only true access control as a service
solution (ACaaS) built specifically for and hosted in the public cloud. Feenics works with leading
access control manufacturers and integration partners to deliver the most robust solutions for
secure, connected environments in the industry. Customers include enterprise organizations,
educational institutions, government agencies and other organizations seeking to leverage the
power of ACaaS today and into the future. Feenics is headquartered in Ottawa, Canada. For
more information, visit www.feenics.com.
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